Choice of subjects for the **Science Stream**
1. English Core (301)
2. Physics (042)
3. Chemistry (043)
4. Mathematics (041)
5. Biology (044) / Computer Science (083) **[Any one]**

   - One has to study **five subjects only** in the Science Stream

Choice of subjects for the **Commerce Stream**:
1. English Core (301)
2. Accountancy (055)
3. Economics (030)
4. Business Studies (054)
5. Mathematics (041) / Entrepreneurship (066) **[Any one]**
6. Legal Studies (074) / Informatics Practice (065) **[Any one]**

   - One has to study **six subjects** in the Commerce Stream

Choice of subjects for the **Humanities Stream**:
1. English Core (301)
2. Mathematics (041) / Bengali (105) / Hindi (002) / Legal Studies (074) **[Any one]**
3. Economics (030) / History (027) **[Any one]**
4. Sociology (039) / Psychology (037) **[Any one]**
5. Geography (029) / Political Science (028) **[Any one]**

   - One has to study **five subjects only** in the Humanities Stream

**Note**:
(i) If a sufficient number of pupils is not available for a subject chosen as a compulsory elective, the subject may be deleted from the list of Electives and the concerned pupils will be allowed to choose an appropriate alternative.

(ii) Only a limited number of seats are available for Computer Science / Informatics Practice.

(iii) Classes will be held in the Morning Session Only.

(iv) General Studies, Physical and Health Education and Work Experience are **compulsory** subjects in Classes XI & XII in addition to the subject combination selected.
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